Press Release
PMEX announces successful integration with MetaTrader 5 trading platform
Karachi, February 03, 2015: Pakistan Mercantile Exchange (PMEX), the first and only multi commodity
futures exchange in Pakistan, announced successful integration of MetaTrader 5, one of the world’s most
popular trading system, with its existing trading platform.
PMEX, the biggest exchange of the country in terms of members and the second biggest in terms of
value traded after Karachi Stock Exchange, is on a continuous quest to transform itself into a next
generation futures exchange, providing innovative products, superior services and leading edge
technology driven trading platforms to its brokers and clients. In line with this spirit, integration of
MetaTrade 5 is a step towards providing a seamless trading experience to brokers and their clients.
Commenting on the landmark occasion, Ejaz Ali Shah, Managing Director, PMEX said, This is yet another
milestone in PMEX’s brief history. We are happy to announce the successful integration of MetaTrader
5 with PMEX trading platform. Market participants now have a choice of 3 front end platforms; namely,
NEXT- PMEX’s in house trade portal, Tradecast - a front end trading system by Catalyst IT Solutions and
now MetaTrader 5 by MetaQuotes Software Corp. The Exchange is on a continuous lookout to offer the
best trading environment to the Pakistan market.”
"Integration of MetaTrader 5 with PMEX is a complete technological solution that fully covers the needs of
the exchange members, - says Renat Fatkhullin, CEO of MetaQuotes Software. - It does not only allow
brokers to trade on Pakistan Mercantile Exchange via MetaTrader 5 but also provides the entire cycle of
operational client accounting. The MetaTrader 5 brokers that will use our new Gateway will have no need
for additional plugins and back-office applications. MetaTrader 5 Gateway to PMEX contains all the
required functionality".

